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The warm “smile”
Crisp Furniture Selection

The reception desk is the most prominent
piece of furniture in any reception space.
Though very visible, it should not be too high
as it can be intimidating and actually make
operations such as filling forms difficult for
your visitors. We see it as the “smile” of your
reception area - it therefore has to look the

part. Invest in the right type of desk; you can
actually have something made just for you
with your name and logo engraved in it.
You can also introduce big and bold plants
like, dracaena or monstera, these evergreen
indoor plants can provide a natural contrast,

RECEPTION DESIGN
Gain The Competitive Advantage

have a calming effect on your visitors and also
make a statement that you can maintain
things

First impressions are granted only once. They can close the door to opportunity
or saving it wide open. The design of your reception area speaks volumes of your
company.

What is your reception area saying now?
This article is to give you some tips that will help you create a reception that
speaks well and says the right things.

1. Give a confident “handshake”.
The reception area is the spatial equivalent of the welcome handshake we give
or receive when we meet people. Such handshakes require eye contact (to
establish trust) as the eye is the window to the soul. An adequately firm
handshake sends a message of your personality, confidence and friendliness
level, since it automatically draws out a smile.
Similarly, a spot on the brand representation , gives a window into your
company. It assures your visitors that they are in the right place, and also
reminds them of what you have to offer. This “handshake” cannot be given
without a clearly visible logo.
Other creative ways of representing your brand in addition to wall treatments, is
in your flooring, furniture, lighting, décor and even window treatments.
And don’t forget to light up your logo.

"WHAT IS YOUR RECEPTION SAYING ABOUT YOU AND YOUR STAFF?"
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4. Keep the “Head” on
Another thing that you should be mindful of,
which we can actually help you achieve, is to
keep it functional , so that the reception area

not only speaks well but is actually
productive. Things like disabled access and
circulation, display of your products, ease of
cleaning, adequate lighting, appropriate air
circulation storage etc. must all be worked
creatively into the design and fitting out of
the space.

The Comfortable “Embrace”
Make your visitors feel comfortable. Any possibility of discomfort should be
anticipated and eliminated. It Starts by eliminating questions like ”where
exactly is the reception?” , to noisy floors that will make people self-conscious,

attracting needless attention.
When visitors have to wait, they should be made to feel really comfortable and
even work to save time if they so desire. Stylish sofas, chairs and couches
should be arranged in conversational fashion to foster interaction.

Quality business or industry related magazines should be set close by for single
visitors. You wouldn’t want to send this message to the team helping you build
the company and create value for your clients.
A well done reception improves the mindset of your employees. Once the staff

Keep It Authentic

have clarity about the company’s vision and mission and they can see and feel

Even though this article is about the

it in the work environment, productivity has only one direction: UP!

reception, the back office also matters , the
“front” and “back” office design connection is
essential. Having given your visitors the
confident “handshake”, “warm smile” and
comfortable “embrace”, when they go beyond
the front, they should not be disappointed. If
your back office design is disjointed, it sends
a message that you don’t care as much for
your staff as you do for your clients.

IS YOUR RECEPTION SAYING WHAT YOU WILL WANT IT TO SAY ABOUT YOUR COMPANY?
Wear Their Shoes
Put yourself in the shoes of someone visiting for
the first time. How would you like to feel? How
would you like to be treated, greeted and
seated? The point is, your reception area will
speak….it is actually speaking already. Is it saying
what you will want it to say about your company?
What is it saying about you and your staff?

